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Follow-Up: Signficant Differences

Seven and a half cents, Doesn’t buy a heck of a lot.
Seven and a half cents, Doesn’t mean a thing. But give
it to me every hour, Forty hours every week, That’s
enough for me to be, Living like a king!

—Chorus from ”The Pajama Game” (1957)

Statistical methods test for statistically significant differences.
With sufficiently large samples, we can determine if any difference
is statistically significant. Expressing practical significance may
mean converting a finding to more easily understood terms.
For example, what is the practical significance of the $2.35 per
hour wage gap between recent male and female graduates?



Follow-Up: Signficant Differences

For example, what is the practical significance of the $2.35 per
hour wage gap between recent male and female graduates?

I With a 2,000 hour year of full-time work, the hourly wage gap
translates to a $4,700 annual difference.

I The average male wage is $17.57 per hour. The gap is more
than 13 percent of the average male wage among young,
college-educated workers.

With CPI1957 = 28.1 and CPI2003 = 184.0, the real value of 7 1
2

cents per hour in 1957 is 49 cents per hour in 2003 dollars, or
$1, 000 for a full-time year.



Summary of Main Points

I Visualize data in rows (observations) by columns (variables)

I (How) are the values of variables for the same observation
related?

I Scatterplots can build the case for a relationship between two
variables.

I The sample covariance and correlation measure the strength
and direction of the relationship

I The sample covariance and correlation are consistent
estimators of the population covariance and correlation.



Scatterplots

Figure 3.2

I What is the unit of observation?

I What are the variables?
Tufte: Data and Scatterplot



Sample Covariance

sXY =
1

n − 1

n
∑

i=1

(Xi − X )(Yi − Y )

I Again, an average.

I As with sample variance and s.d., uses n − 1 instead of n in
the denominator because a degree of freedom is used up by
averaging.

I (Xi − X )(Yi − Y ) is positive when Xi and Yi are both above
(or below) their respective means. If this is true on average,
then covariance is positive.

I (Xi − X )(Yi − Y ) is negative when Xi is above its mean and
Yi is below its mean (or vice versa). If this is true on average,
then covariance is negative.



Sample Correlation

Measures the strength of linear association between X and Y .

rXY =
sXY

sX sY

Because both sX and sY are always positive, rXY takes its sign
from cov(X ,Y )
If rXY is positive, then the relationship between X and Y is
positive: when X is high relative to its mean, Y is high relative to
its mean.
If rXY is negative, then the relationship between X and Y is
negative: when X is high relative to its mean, Y is low relative to
its mean.
rXY is always between −1 and 1. The magnitude of rXY expresses
whether the scatterplot of X and Y lies on a straight line (rXY is
close to ±1) or looks more like a cloud (rXY is close to 0).



Figure 5.3

I Is the relationship close to a straight line?
I Nebula
I Non-linear

I Is the relationship positive or negative?



Aside about correlation

rXY =
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∑
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i=1(Xi − X )(Yi − Y )

sX sY
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(Xi − X )

sX
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n
∑
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ZX (i)ZY (i)

Correlation is the average of the product of the X and Y Z -scores
from the data.



Comments on Problem Set 1

Use more words

I E (Y |X = 1) = 0.9797 means that the expectation of a
positive employment outcome given college graduates, or the
employment rate for college graduates, is almost 98 percent.

I Pr(X = 1|Y = 0) is the probability that an unemployed
person is a college graduate.
Pr(X = 1|Y = 0) = Pr(X=1,Y =0)

Pr(Y =0) = 0.005
0.05 = 0.1 means that

only 10 percent of the unemployed are college graduates,
which is different from the almost 25 percent prevalence of
college graduates in the population.

I Pr(Y > 2000) = 0.011 means that only around 1 percent of
the time will individual household in the insurance pool lose
more than $2,000, even though 5 percent of the time an
uninsured household will face a $25,000 loss. The exercise
illustrates the value of insurance for reducing the incidence of
low-probability large losses.



Comments on Problem Set 1

I Definition of independence: Knowing X = x gives no
additional information about the distribution of Y .

Pr(Y = y |X = x) = Pr(Y = y)

Test directly. Is the probability that a college-educated person
is unemployed the same as the probability that any person is
unemployed?

Pr(Y = 0|X = 1)
?
= Pr(Y = 0)

0.023 6= 0.05

Hence, college education and unemployment are not
independent.

I Difference between the standard deviation of a random
variable and the standard deviation of a mean of random
variables.



Introduction to Empirical Work
Exercises and datasets for Stock and Watson

http://wps.aw.com/aw_stockwatsn_economtrcs_1/

Student Resources −→ Exercises and Empirical Projects
Download and save in a convenient directory

1. Empirical Exercise ch3_ee_cps_2.pdf

2. Data Description cps92_98_datadescription.pdf

3. Data for Empirical Exercise - Stata Format (cps92_98.dta)

http://wps.aw.com/aw_stockwatsn_economtrcs_1/
ch3_ee_cps_2.pdf
cps92_98_datadescription.pdf
cps92_98.dta


Introduction to File Management

I assume that you are familiar with the basics of file management
on a PC or Macintosh. You must understand where to open and
save files. If you do not, please ask me for a quick introduction.
With a word-processor, you only need to keep track of one type of
file: your document. With a statistics program, you need to keep
track of three different types of files:

Data files “.dta” contain the observations × variables.

Log files “.log” or “.smcl” contain a record or transcript of how
you and Stata analyzed the data.

Script files “.do” (Optional) contain a list of commands that you
would like Stata to perform in order



Introduction to Stata

1. Start Stata (Use the Start Menu or double-click the icon)

2. Start logging: (File −→ Log −→ Begin. . . )

3. Open a data file: (File −→ Open. . . )

4. Analyze data using Stata

5. Stop logging (File −→ Log −→ Close. . . )

6. Stop Stata

7. Edit and print the log



Data analysis with Stata
Using the menus

I Every command in Stata is available from the menus.

I When the command is submitted from the menu, Stata
reports the command, as run, in the Stata results window,
which can help you learn the command syntax.



Some common tasks

List the data (observations × variables) Data −→ Describe data
−→ List data

Summary statistics for all observations Statistics −→ Summaries,
tables, & tests −→ Summary statistics −→ Summary
statistics

Summary statistics by groups Statistics −→ Summaries, tables, &
tests −→ Tables −→ One/two-way table of summary
statistics

Test a null hypothesis about a population mean Statistics −→
Classical tests of hypotheses −→ One-sample mean
comparison test

Test a null hypothesis about two population means Statistics −→
Classical tests of hypotheses −→ Group mean
comparison test



Some common tasks

Create a new variable Data −→ Create or change variables −→
Create new variable
Create real ahe for 1992 in 1998 dollars dollars.

I Generate variable: real ahe
I Contents: 163/140.3 * ahe
I Click Tab if/in, restrict to observations if:

year==1992 (note the double equal sign)
I Submit
I Stata should report:

. generate float real_ahe= 163/140.3 * ahe if year==1992

(5911 missing values generated)



Some common tasks

Change contents of variable Data −→ Create or change variables
−→ Change contents of variable
Change real ahe for 1998 in 1998 dollars

I Variable: real ahe

I Contents: ahe

I Click Tab if/in, restrict to observations if: year==1998

I Submit

I Stata should report:

. replace real_ahe = ahe if year==1998

(5911 real changes made)



Differences-in-differences
Empirical Exercise 3.6

Did the gap [in real average hourly earnings] between college and
high school graduates increase [between 1992 and 1998]? Explain,
using appropriate estimates, confidence intervals, and test
statistics.

I You already know how to estimate a difference in population
means and then test the difference for statistical signficance.

I This question asks you to examine the difference in the
difference in population means.

I Form the null hypothesis.

H0 : (µC ,1998 − µHS ,1998) − (µC ,1992 − µHS ,1992) = d0

For example, setting d0 = 0 would test the null that the gap
has not changed.



Differences-in-differences
Empirical Exercise 3.6

I Compute the sample difference in difference using sample
means. Call this δ̂

δ̂ ≡ (Y C ,1998 − Y HS ,1998) − (Y C ,1992 − Y HS ,1992)

I Form the test statistic

t =
δ̂ − d0

SE (δ̂)

I How do we compute SE (δ̂)? There is a generic way of
computing the SE of the subtraction (or addition)
independent random variables:

SE (A − B) =
√

[SE (A)]2 + [SE (B)]2



I We had previously learned a special case:

SE (Y m − Y w ) =

√

s2
m

nm

+
s2
w

nw

which we now see was

=

√

[SE (Y m)]2 + [SE (Y w )]2

So,

SE (δ̂) = SE ((Y C ,1998 − Y HS ,1998) − (Y C ,1992 − Y HS ,1992))

=
√

[SE(Y C ,1998−Y HS,1998)]
2+[SE(Y C ,1992−Y HS,1992)]

2

and we know how to compute each of the two terms under
the square root sign.


